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Luxury gulet cruises in Turkey: enjoy a classy and
memorable holidaying experience
These traditional boats are built specifically in Marmaris and Bodrum villages, located
at the southwestern coast. You might also get to similar boats around the eastern part
of Mediterranean sea.

 by Alan Aldridge —  2019-10-01 11:30 in Travel

If you are looking for the most awesome way to enjoy your holidays with family members, partner, or
friends, then you must surely go on luxury gulet cruises in Turkey. For those who are not aware about what
they are, gulets are traditionally designed 2 masted or 3 masted boats that are exclusive to Turkey’s
southwest coast.

These traditional boats are built specifically in Marmaris and Bodrum villages, located at the southwestern
coast. You might also get to similar boats around the eastern part of Mediterranean sea. 

Enjoy the best holidaying experiences on gulet cruises
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You can charter these wonderful boats for your holidays, as per your personalised requirements. In this
page here, we have provided you with information that will surely compel you to plan your next holidays on
chartered luxury gulets in Turkey.

If you are travelling with a bigger group, then you can go for big sized gulets of about 35 metres. If you are
travelling with only a few people, then smaller gulets of about 14 metres will fit your bill perfectly. You also
get the option for booking individual cabins, if you are travelling as couples or as a solo traveller. You can
ask the crew members to take you from one bay to another, while you lay back on a bench and enjoy the
cruise. 

Although these gulets are designed traditionally, they are equipped with some of the latest luxury amenities
that will make your cruising experience simply magical. Some of the best luxury features of Turkish Gulets
are spacious sun decks, wide corridors, luxury suites with bathrooms, enchanting lower deck area, private
bars with outdoor lounging space, etc. 

Some of these Gulets also have big tables for celebrating special events and parties. You can charter them
for:

Weddings

Birthdays

Family get-togethers

Bachelor parties or bachelorette parties

Honeymoon

Corporate meetings and conferences

Team building workshops

Private getaways

etc

Turkey luxury gulets is suitable for all types of travellers, be it couples, families, friend groups, business
groups, or solo travellers. You can choose the cruises as per your requirements. There are generally
categorised as standard class, midrange class, luxury class, and deluxe class. Generally these boats will
have around 5-8 cabins, which gives you flexibility to choose the right ones, as per your holidaying needs. 

These gulets give you a great opportunity to experience the finest Turkish craftsmanship, and luxurious
hospitality. The southwestern Turkey, popularly known as Turkish Rivera, is one of the most beautiful places
that you will ever lay your yes upon. You will enjoy a great sailing experience on your holidays, while
enjoying the beauty of pine forests at the Mediterranean coast, and the mesmerising turquoise blue water
all around you.

https://www.turkeyluxurygulet.com/turkish-gulet-fleet/


Tips for a booking your Turkish cruise holidays on gulets

There are many options, because these boats are available in different sizes and classes. You will need to
do a bit of research to find the best gulets that will suit your holiday requirements. That will help you in
making the right choices, without having to waste much time.

Although most of the service providers keep coming up with special deals and discounts to promote their
business, it is important for you to decide on how much money you wish to spend on your holidays. That
way, you will not have to worry about any financial constraints, while having the time of the life on Turkish
Mediterranean waters.
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